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Abstract
One of the main reasons preventing a wide application of eHome systems in practice is the eﬀort
needed to combine all appliances, necessary controller and infrastructure components to beneﬁt
from derived value-added services. The properties, dependencies, locations, and installation con-
ditions have to be properly speciﬁed for this composition and its deployment. Due to the great
variance in services and eHome conﬁgurations there is a need for tool support for eHome systems.
In this paper we address the software development issues of such tools. In our approach we base
the software development on graph rewriting language techniques. Based on our experience, we
consider this approach as a possibility to improve the productivity of the eHome system tool de-
velopment. With the aid of Fujaba, we created a model capable of specifying functions, devices,
environments, and value-added services. Furthermore, we used Fujaba to create the activities as
graph rewriting rules for model modiﬁcations. To apply the model and to carry out the actual
speciﬁcation for a particular eHome and particular appliances we generated the eHomeSpeciﬁcator
tool from the model and its activities. This tool can serve as a base for a wider range of tools
supporting eHome systems.
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1 Introduction
eHome systems are a growing segment in the ﬁeld of computer science. Their
market potential is increasing. However, a number of problems have to be
addressed before eHome systems can be routinely deployed to the masses. The
value-added services have to meet highly diverse conditions in the households,
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like dynamic aspects or the the interaction of arbitrary devices, to name just
a few.
The term eHome denotes a home which oﬀers through the combination
of its electronic equipment advanced beneﬁts as value-added services for its
inhabitants. Systems implementing the value-added services are called eHome
systems. An eHome-related scenario is supported by instances of diﬀerent
value-added services in a speciﬁc eHome. To realize an eHome scenario, we
need three parts as follows: ﬁrst - a composition of functional requirements;
second - structural requirements; third - the behavioral requirements which
incorporate logical cooperation mechanisms of mentioned functionalities with
respect to the description of human interaction with the eHome environment.
To support an eHome scenario, a value-added service has to reﬂect these
three parts. Our motivation for developing tools in this context is to oﬀer
both, producers and consumers, the possibility of specifying devices, generic
value-added services, and eHome environments. Furthermore, the tools must
enable and support the fulﬁllment of the functional or hardware requirements
in the eHome environment speciﬁcation for the deployment of the desired
value-added services.
The motivation from a software engineer’s point of view is to build and
adapt software for eHome systems in an eﬃcient way. Accordingly, the focus
of this paper is to show that graph rewriting language based software develop-
ment is a successful way to develop necessary tools to support eHome systems.
The paper gives an overview of the area of eHome systems and an insight to
the graph rewriting language based software development on the example of
the tool eHomeSpeciﬁcator.
Our research deals with the domains of security, consumption, and info-
tainment 2 . As a concrete example for this paper, we consider a customer
living in a partly equipped eHome-apartment (see ﬁgure 1). In the apartment,
there are six rooms: corridor, oﬃce, living room, bathroom (including toilet),
kitchen, and bedroom. Each of these rooms has at least one controllable light
source and is connected via one door to the corridor. The corridor itself has
an entrance door. One door leads from the kitchen to the living room. Every
room except the corridor has a window. The windows in the bedroom and the
living room are equipped with window breakage sensors. At the entrance and
in the corridor, open/ close-sensors are installed, and there is one camera in
the corridor. The kitchen is equipped with a ﬁre sensor. The customer living
in this apartment desires an automated lighting system and surveillance of
his/ her property for added security. These requests may be fulﬁlled with the
help of two value-added services: light movement and security.
2 For more general information on these domains and possible value-added services see [9]
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Fig. 1. Example for an eHome Speciﬁcation Change Supporting a Security Scenario
Though some words are enough to make the customer’s wish clear, the
automation of the process from the order to the ﬁnal installation of devices
and deployment of value-added services is challenging. In the second part of
ﬁgure 1, all devices marked by circles have to be added to the installation in
the apartment to complete the hardware setup of the customer’s order. To ease
the acquisition of the necessary data to describe both the installed appliances
and the modiﬁcations of the depicted example a speciﬁcation tool is necessary.
This tool is the eHomeSpeciﬁcator. It helps to specify, what the location structure
of an eHome environment looks like, which devices are already installed, and
what the requirements of particular value-added services are. Furthermore,
it helps to add missing appliances according to selected service requirements.
On one hand, the tool oﬀers the possibility to specify the pre-conditions in
an paricular eHome and on the other hand assists in performing the changes
required by desired value-added services (see ﬁgure 1).
Because we need to specify a variety of entities and relations between them,
it is a reasonable approach to use a case tool which eases the development of
speciﬁcation tools. Fujaba [12] is an open UML modeling environment which
was originally designed to support round-trip engineering. It facilitates the
user to design class, several other UML diagrams and story diagrams in a
visual way. Class-diagrams are used to deﬁne classes, their attributes and
interrelationships. Classes may be exported in terms of Java source code
which contains appropriate methods to work on objects of these classes. The
generated code [4] conforms to the Java Beans architecture.
Story diagrams are deﬁned by means of graph-rewriting rules [5]. These
diagrams contain story patterns consisting of objects, relations to other objects
and general assertions. These patterns are matched against the host graph.
If such a match is found, story patterns may create or delete objects as well
as relations. Also, control ﬂow may be altered depending on the success of
such a matching. As with class diagrams, story diagrams are also part of
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Fujaba’s code generation. Fujaba can to some extent be regarded as a visual
programming language using graph-transformation [13].
Because of its ﬂexible plug-in mechanism, Fujaba evolved from an UML
modeling tool to an open framework for several types of graph-based applica-
tions during the past few years. This especially applies to the ﬁeld of software
engineering, as many of the projects extending Fujaba by means of plug-ins
concentrate on software development or analysis.
In the next section we describe the model used in the eHomeSpeciﬁcator and
the key steps for the generation of the eHomeSpeciﬁcator for this particular model.
Section 3 presents related work and section 4 shows possible extensions of this
project. We conclude with a summary in section 5.
2 From Fujaba to eHomeSpeciﬁcator
In our project, we use Fujaba to specify the data-model in terms of UML
class-diagrams. Activities are added to implement logical components of the
model. We choose not to integrate our project into the Fujaba framework
itself, but to create a stand-alone application that is based only upon the Java
code generated by Fujaba. We will refer to this application containing the
Fujaba data-model code as the eHomeSpeciﬁcator.
This solution triggers some repetitive eﬀort regarding basic user interac-
tion compared to a plug-in development project. However, this stand-alone
approach allows greater ﬂexibility since it does not pose any restrictions re-
garding user-interaction. Moreover, developers creating the data-model and
system logic are strictly separated from the tool’s users: developers use Fujaba
to maintain the speciﬁcation and generate Java code that is easily integrated
into the tool.
We concentrate on easing up the code transition from Fujaba to the eHome-
Speciﬁcator. In particular, we focus on enabling activities deﬁned by story di-
agrams in the eHomeSpeciﬁcator user-interface in a generic yet helpful way. For
example, the generated and compiled Java code created from an story di-
agram does not contain useful names for its parameters or for the activity
itself. We add an XML description ﬁle that deﬁnes additional properties for
each activity, such as labels and tooltips.
In general, the development of the eHomeSpeciﬁcator has the following steps,
which will be described in detail later in this section:
• Design of the eHome model: Creating the class diagram for the static struc-
ture of the model, story diagrams for the dynamics of the model.
• Code generation for the eHome model
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Fig. 2. Portion of eHome Model
• Tool development: Creating the environment for accessing and visualizing
the model.
In this paper we present only a fraction of the model for eHomes to il-
lustrate the development of the eHomeSpeciﬁcator with a smaller and more un-
derstandable example. The presented part covers speciﬁcation of device def-
initions, which are used later in the speciﬁcation of the given eHome. On
this restricted example we illustrate how the model relates to Fujaba and the
eHomeSpeciﬁcator.
The development of the eHomeSpeciﬁcator begins with the design of the eHome
model in Fujaba. The static structure of the model is speciﬁed in the UML
class diagram (see ﬁgure 2) and its dynamic aspects are captured by activities
speciﬁed with Fujaba story diagrams (see ﬁgure 3).
As mentioned, ﬁgure 2 presents only necessary information for deﬁning
devices. A device could be any kind of appliance like a ﬁre detector, a lamp,
or a software component in the form of a controller. The device deﬁnitions
combine functions like heat or smoke detection, which are deﬁned by function
classes and are available through the device interfaces. Based on the interfaces
the devices can be connected later in the eHome speciﬁcation or value-added
service deployment. The graphical representation of the deﬁnition of the ﬁre
detector device in the eHomeSpeciﬁcator tool is presented in ﬁgure 4.
Designed activities of the eHome model are the only means to change the
model and get information about it. Figure 3 shows the activity for adding a
function to a device deﬁnition. The activity creates a new DeviceFunction
for the given device deﬁnition referred to as this object on the diagram. The
created DeviceFunction belongs to the given FunctionClass. The activity
is integrated into the tool using the generic activity invocation mechanism
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Fig. 3. An activity for adding a functionality to the DeviceDeﬁnition.
mentioned earlier. As a result of the integration the activity appears as a
button on the left side of the editor window. This particular activity appears
as a button New DevFunc in the eHomeSpeciﬁcator (see ﬁgure 4).
After the eHome model designing phase, the model is materialized into
Java code using Fujaba’s code generator. At the next development stage we
develop the eHomeSpeciﬁcator tool. Imagine the tool as a container and runtime
environment for the described eHome model. The activities on the model are
bound with the graphical user interface of the tool using the generic mecha-
nism previously mentioned. Diﬀerent logical parts of the model structure are
visualized in the corresponding editors (see ﬁgure 4). The logical parts are
presented in the user interface using the JGraph [3] technology. The corre-
sponding translators are built. Hence, there is one translator for each editor
view. The task of a translator is to traverse the eHome models’ runtime sub-
graph, relevant to the speciﬁc editor and generate the corresponding JGraph
to display.
The use of Fujaba gives us several advantages. We can model the inner
data structure of the tool, the static structure of the eHome model in the
standardized visual speciﬁcation language UML. Although the acquired class
diagram represents a static aspect of the eHome model, we can also visually
specify the dynamic side of the model with Fujaba story diagrams. The gene-
rated code from the model is executable and can be easily integrated into the
tool using the generic activity invocation mechanism. If we need a new ac-
tivity in the model the resulting integration eﬀort consists of code generation,
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Fig. 4. The ﬁre detector in the DeviceDeﬁnition editor.
editing the XML ﬁle, and compilation of the generated code. Nevertheless,
the time cost of performing these changes is reduced 3 . If the static structure
changes, however, we still have to program the changes for the translators
manually. We will address this aspect in future work.
3 Related Work
One important prerequisite for a working eHome is a component based frame-
work, which enables the control of diﬀerent sensors and actors - the appliances
- and ot the same time allows easy component based interconnection and de-
ployment. Several technologies have been proposed and established for this
goal. Among the most notables is OSGi [16]. It targets the integration of dif-
ferent home automation standards (e.g., Jini, USB, EHS, EIB) and provides
an execution environment for component-based services. The OSGi frame-
work acts like a server and container for component-based services, which are
denoted as bundles. A deeper insight into OSGi and its concepts can be found
in [2].
Home automation aims at the mass market. Therefore, we cannot ex-
pect a technical background from the users. Mainly, users will expect trivial
plug-and-play features from home automation appliances as they know them
from their legacy pendants. This leads to the demand for self-conﬁguring and
maintenance-free systems. Home automation can not require technicians to
3 We need about ﬁve minutes
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come to the user’s home for integrating any kind of devices into home net-
works. Consequently, there is a need for automatic conﬁguration and software
deployment. Current approaches deal with manual conﬁguration management
and software deployment [19,18]. A solution to this need has to ease realiza-
tion, conﬁguration, and deployment of distributed eHome systems, which do
not impose any further burdens to users.
The eHomeSpeciﬁcator is just one part of a chain of tools supporting the con-
ﬁguration and deployment process. It supports the speciﬁcation of eHomes
and conﬁgurations of value-added services. A Deployment Producer [14] will use
this speciﬁcation and using a knowledge base creates a ﬁnal conﬁguration as
an input for a Runtime Instancer, which is responsible for the actual deployment
on top of the OSGi framework.
For our model, we can rely on results from the conceptual building design
approach [11,10], which represents a link from software engineering to civil
engineering. When designing a building, an experienced architect implicitly
applies his aggregated knowledge to the new sketch. Constructive elements,
like walls, windows or doors are used with their conceptual meaning, namely to
form organizational areas or rooms, to guarantee e.g. light and ventilation, or
to ensure accessibility. These conceptual elements, therefore, form a functional
view of the design structure which, however, is not explicitly deﬁned. At this
early design stage, called conceptual design, most architects do not elaborate
their sketches using a CAD system. They rather work with pencil and paper.
The conceptual information he/ she had in mind gets lost. This conceptual
information would form a very valuable input for our automation approach.
With the eHomeSpeciﬁcator we are going the reverse way, since this tool
allows the a posteriori speciﬁcation of the details lost from the conceptual
design phase. Hence, our model is partly motivated by this approach.
There are many diﬀerent tools for visual modeling and code generation.
Fujaba is one of them. Another system we could have used is the PROGRES
(PROgrammed Graph REwriting) language [17] that was developed at our
department. The PROGRES system is not necessarily restricted to UML
models, although UML modeling is possible. PROGRES is used to specify
and test graph models and rewriting rules, and ﬁnally to generate source code
that can be executed in an eﬃcient way. It is supported by the UPGRADE
framework (Universal Platform for GRAph-based DEvelopment) [1] that can
be used to rapidly develop prototypes which operate on the generated code.
UPGRADE provides a user-interface that can be adapted to the application’s
needs. UPGRADE also manages a persistent graph storage without the need
for any support by a developer. Various projects at our department proﬁted of
the combination of PROGRES and UPGRADE to implement a speciﬁcation-
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based prototype, for example AHEAD [8]. Fujaba lacks this kind of rapid-
prototyping and therefore we had to implement the eHomeSpeciﬁcator for this
purpose. However, Fujaba is widely accepted among developers and in ed-
ucation. It is supported by an active community and can be used free of
charge.
4 Future Work
As depicted in section 3, we use knowledge base support for automatic build-
ing of the deployment conﬁguration document. Our goal is to integrate the
proposed UML model based approach through the knowledge base approach
with a new set of translators, bridging UML Models and ontologies like in [6].
Further activities aim at a wider support for our eHomeSpeciﬁcator shifting it to
open source and combining all mentioned tools in one project called eHomeCon-
ﬁgurator[15]. Promising tests with our cooperation partner inHaus [7] show the
applicability of our approach in a realistic environment. The eHomeSpeciﬁcator is
built for the designated purpose of modeling in the eHome context. However,
its ﬂexibility allows the eHomeSpeciﬁcator to be adapted to other ﬁelds of work.
Besides exchanging the data-model created by Fujaba, the developer has
to write a new XML description ﬁle for the model’s story diagrams. It is
also required to implement a so-called “Translator” Java class that aids in
displaying the model graph. Currently, displaying the graph including node-
and edge-labeling is not and cannot be done automatically, due to lack of
information. For example, a node cannot be assigned a suitable label without
further information. One could assign the class name of the graph object itself
which would be not very helpful to the user. Alternatively, one could enforce
the developer to provide a getLabel method that delivers an appropriate label
text. However, this would require to implement code into the data model that
is strictly used to display information to the user and this is not what logical
parts of the model are meant for. Labels would also not be customizable by
the user.
5 Summary
We apply the graph rewriting language based software development practices
on developing a supporting tool for eHome systems. We consider this approach
a more productive than traditional development methods. We developed the
eHomeSpeciﬁcator to view and edit eHome speciﬁcations. The inner data model
and activities of the model were designed and generated with the help of
Fujaba - the development environment using graph rewriting concepts. The
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model was integrated into the tool mainly with a focus on generic mecha-
nisms. The consequence of this is that changes to the model will only require
small changes to the tool. The eHomeSpeciﬁcator can serve as a platform for
development of a family of tools oriented towards diﬀerent market segments.
The eHomeSpeciﬁcator can be integrated with ArchiCAD on the basis of devel-
opment of the conceptual building design. Graph-based solutions are a good
choice for modeling dependencies, as shown in ﬁgure 4, but a ﬂoor plan like in
ﬁgure 1, combined with the graph-based approach, would be much more in-
tuitive for non-computer scientists. Above-mentioned integration would open
up this possibility.
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